AGENDA

I. Update on SB 5 Blackmon/Carr 5 minutes

II. Present Process for the Two-Track Approach for Standards Blackmon/Carr 10 minutes
   • Confirm the process for developing standards on two tracks:
     o Track 1: “Affecting Change Today”: identify fixes for issues within the constraints of the current system
     o Track 2: “Planning for Tomorrow”: identify fixes for issues free of the constraints of the current system
   • Review the results from the working group survey that prioritized key issues each track will address

III. Confirm Potential Approaches to Key Issues Breakout Session 60 minutes
   • Track 1: Host discussion to confirm potential approaches for key issues within constraints of current system
   • Track 1: Host discussion to confirm potential approaches for key issues without constraints of current system
   • Confirm best approaches for each issue

IV. Report Out on Track 1 and Track 2 Working Group 15 minutes

V. Community Comments Open Mic 15 minutes
   • The next working group meeting is tentatively scheduled for Tuesday, 5/26 at UMSL’s J.C. Penney Conference Center at 4:00 PM
   • The next Ferguson Commission meeting is scheduled for 6/8 at 5:30 PM